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SCIENCE UPDATE
Solar Geoengineering: Going Volcanic on Climate Change
Reducing the amount of carbon
dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere
has proven elusive, and cutting
CO2 emissions now does not affect
what already exists in the
atmosphere. One course of action
garnering serious consideration is
solar geoengineering. The
premise is simple: If you can’t
control the amount of insulation
in the blanket, turn down the
heat.

altering step exists, however:
volcanoes. Volcanoes have
ejected particulates into the
atmosphere on numerous
occasions in recorded history. A
2015 study found that 15 of the
16 coldest summers
recorded between 500 B.C.
and A.D. 1,000 followed
large volcanic eruptions.1

1.5 years and included global
temperature decreases of 1° to
1.5°C. Unseasonably cold
conditions were accompanied by
drought and floods, particularly in
the Northern Hemisphere.3
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years.2 The resulting spread of
manipulation lends itself to
States and Canada highlight the
sulfate aerosols around the world
nonlinearities and serendipitous
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contributed to extreme weather,
discoveries, some of which could
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be damaging to ecology and
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geopolitical upheaval. The effects
society. A precedent to this globe‐
punctuated by monthly killing
of the eruption lasted for
frosts during the growing season
and poor snow and rainfall from
the Hudson Bay to Virginia.
Migratory fish that were staples
for European Americans and
Native Americans in the northeast
found conditions too cold to
support successful spawning and
likely decimated future fish
populations.2 The fish that did
return were overfished to supply
needed protein to the surviving
populace. In northeastern cities,
the death rate tripled.2 The year
of 1816 also was called the
“mackerel year,” as mackerel was
one of the few available protein
sources. Mass emigration from
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be like the previous devastating
year, resulted in a shift of
population to industrial cities and
the Midwest where conditions
were better.4

salt.6 Also in 1817, the Ottawa,
Chippewa, Shawnee, Wyandot
and Potawatomi ceded large
areas of tribal land to the federal
government, continuing a process
of clearing the Ohio Valley for
Native Americans found
settlement by New
themselves with
Englanders moving west.7
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